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Introduction
Thermal Lu mped-parameter method is the most
popular method used in the estimat ion of the heat increase
seen in electrical systems. Thermal model is based on heat
resistances, heat capacitances and power losses.
During heat analysis, an electric system is described
as geometries including many Lu mped components and
with the help of linear networks of the heat resistances of
each component, neighboring components generate and
store heat. In (Fig. 1), heat web of a simp le heat system is
seen. Lumped parameters are calcu lated fro m the size related informat ion, thermal characteristics of the materials
used in the design and constant heat transfer coefficients.
Among the stable heat circuit conditions, heat resources
are comb ined at one point among heat resistances and
components. For transient analysis, heat thermal
capacitances are used by considering the energy exchanges
taking place with in the body over time.
When the literature is reviewed, it is seen that
Boglietti et al., co mpared 2.2kW and 4kW synchronous
reluctance motor with induction motor by carrying out
their thermal analyses and they used Motor-Cad thermal
analysis program package for this comparison [1]. P.H.
Moller et al., developed the Lumped parameters-based
thermal model o f the induction motors with varying
powers and they compared them through experimental
results [2]. Z. J. Liu et al., carried out the analysis of fixed
magnet brushless direct current motor with Lu mped circuit
model [3]. W. H. Tang et al., drew out the thermal model
of power transformers and carried out thermal analysis
with genetic algorith m [4]. D. A. Staton carried out
computer-assisted thermal design and analysis of compact
motor [5]. Dieter Gerling and Gurakuq Dojaku carried out
the design and analysis of Lumped thermal model [6]. Y.
K. Ch in et al., by using two different commercial analysis
program packages (Motor-Cad and FEM LA B), carried out
the thermal analysis of permanent magnet synchronous
motor through both Lu mped circuit model and finite
elements method [7].

Fig. 1. The basic thermal network constituting the system

In the present study, different fro m the above
mentioned studies in the literature, the purpose is to find
the best cooling type and materials by varying the
materials used to make the cooling parts of the motor and
cooling types within the design process of a three-phase
induction motor.
The Effect of Heat on Electrical Machines
In the process of energy conversion taking place in an
electrical machine, certain amount energy gets lost in the
form of heat. These losses can be called as stable losses
occurring without charge and losses depending on charge
changing in line with the square of the armature current.
Stable losses include iron, friction and wind losses and
copper losses resulting fro m magnetizing current. Chargedepended losses are primarily those stemming fro m copper
losses. By means of thermal classification of the insulating
materials used in the cooling of the machine, it was
rendered possible to make the working temperature of the
certain parts of the mach ine stable.
Every insulating material has a certain working
temperature co mply ing with the expected life of the
mach ine and allo wing the machine to safely function
within this expected period. Even a small increase in the
temperature can considerably decrease the working life of
the insulating material.
Lumped-Circuit Anal ysis
In the present study, thermal analyses were carried
out with MOTOR-CAD program package [8]. This
program defines thermal problems by using basic webs
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similar to electric circuits. Steady-state thermal circuit
contains thermal resistances and heat sources connected to
motor part nodes. Transient state analysis contains the
thermal resistances of the body and heat sources. In the
steady-state analysis, thermal capacitances are additionally
used to take the changing internal energy of the body into
account.
Thermal resistances for conduction and convection
are calculated as fallo ws: .

Rconduction =
Rconvection =

l
A.k

Acool .h

, [K/W],

where l – distance between the points;
(cross section);
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will have affects on losses of the motor. Hence, thermal
analyses conducted in the present study should be viewed
as analyses carried out for the motor whose design was
completed but for the motor which is still in the process of
design. In the menu seen in (Fig. 2), parameters for the
sizes of the motor should be entered into appropriate
places.
After the geometric parameters of the induction
motor have been correctly entered, what type of outer
jacket cooling would be adopted should be selected.
In (Fig. 3), potential outer cooling jackets that can
be selected for induction motor are shown. For each of the
jackets, thermal analysis should be carried out and in this
way, thermal model where the least loss is experienced
should be selected [8].

(2)

– interface area

Acool – cool area between two regions; h

= convection coefficient.
These calculations were carried out with proved
experimental dimensionless analysis algorithm. Heat
capacity is defined as follo ws

C = V ⋅ ρ ⋅ c , [Ws/K],

a)

(3)

where V – volume; ρ – density; c – heat capacity of the
material [7].
Lu mped-circuit approach is ideal for interface spaces
between the area and parts. This approach has material
effect particularly in the analysis of high speed machines.
Pro ximal mo ment calculation ability of Motor-CAD makes
it possible to appro ximate real life working scenarios.
For correct and optimu m design, it is necessary to
calculate both electro magnetic and thermal designs. There
is a strong interaction between these two. For instance,
losses are critically depended on the heat. Without
considering the other, one cannot be correctly analyzed.
In the present study, thermal analyses of the induction
motor used in a second were carried out. As known, losses
in the electric motor are primarily associated with the sizes
of the motor.
Hence, it is essential to include the correct motor
sizes in the analyses for obtaining correct results fro m the
analyses.

b)

c)

d)
Fig. 3. Outer cooling jackets: a – water jacket; b – radial fins;
c – axial fins; d – radial cooling canal

After the outer jacket has been selected, what type of
canal structure for the rotor will be used should be
determined. There are four alternatives for this. Moreover,
by selecting two different types of circuit bars that can be
used on the rotor, thermal analyses of the motor can be
carried out. These options are presented in (Fig. 4)
After entering these geometric data, sizes of motor
stator coil layers are calculated. Then, the working
conditions of the motor are introduced to the program by
the user of the motor. That is, data such as for how many
seconds the motor will work, and in which t ime period, it
will work at which speed and load and what the speeding
and slowing acceleration will be should be calculated.
In (Fig. 5), speed, acceleration and load values for the
induction motor used in the study are shown [8].
After entering the geometric data and other
informat ion concerning the induction motor to be
designed, it is time to deal with the last stage of the

Fig. 2. Entrance the parameter values of the motor to be designed
in the program package

In the design of an induction motor, sizes of the
motor have an important role to play. Naturally, the sizes
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analyses. In this stage, which jacket types and which
materials would be used were determined and then thermal
analyses were carried out.

a)

b)
Fig. 6. Steady-state scheme for aluminum

c)
d)
Fig. 4. Different rotor types and different short circuit bars

Fig. 7. Thermal values in the different parts of the motor

As can be seen, fins heat and cool faster when
compared to the body of the machine. Th is is the reason
why steady-state thermal analysis is needed. It can be
noted that heat increase in the rotor part is more
remarkable.

Fig. 5. Speed, acceleration and load values of the motor

Analyses
In this section, thermal perfo rmance analyses were
conducted by using various insulating materials. The
insulating materials and outer jacket to be used have
important effects on the heating and cooling of the motor.
Considering this fact, analyses were carried out and results
obtained.
In order to analyze the thermal performances of the
motor, three different types of materials and cooling
systems were selected and their analyses were performed.
First of them is aluminu m material with water cooling
canal, the second one is cast-iron body with axial cooling
jacket and the third one is teflon material with axial
cooling system.

Cast-iron body wi th axial cooling jacket

Aluminum materi al with water cooling

Fig. 8. Steady-state scheme for cast-iron

The results of the analyses carried out for aluminu m
motor jacket and water cooling system are presented in
(Fig. 6).
As previously defined, thermal resistance values were
automatically calculated based on the sizes and materialsrelated info rmation. The accuracy of the calcu lations
depends on the informat ion about the resistance of the
connections among the parts of the motor.
When the (Fig. 7) is examined, it is seen that the
thermal values in the rotor area have reached 112.5 ºC.
Machine for the different co mponents within the load cycle
with 10 iterat ions in the solution was found and the
thermal transient analysis as shown in (Fig. 7).

Here, cast-iron material instead of aluminu m was
selected for motor jacket. Again, axial system was selected
as the cooling system. When this was analyzed under the
same iteration, acceleration and speed conditions, the
constant state scheme presented in (Fig. 8) was found.
As can be seen, depending on the material used and
jacket type, the temperature in the rotor base have reached
up to 197. Th is is because the heat convection of the
material used is less than the aluminum material.
Tefl on material wi th axial cooling system
This time, motor jacket was made fro m teflon
material instead of cast-iron. Again, the cooling system
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was axial cooling system. When this was analyzed under
the same iteration, acceleration and speed conditions, the
steady-state scheme presented in (Fig. 9) was found.

The present study revealed that the best stator
material for an induction motor is alu minu m and the best
cooling jacket is the cooling with water canals. However,
this is not valid for an induction motor with different sizes.
For each design, separate analyses should be performed. …
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Fig. 9. Steady-state scheme for Teflon material

As can be seen in the analyses of the teflon material
and axial cooling system, thermal values in the rotor base
have reached up to 430 ºC.
Conclusions
In the present study, motor heat distributions obtained
at 1500 cy/min by using thermal analysis program package
were investigated. In (Fig. 5-7-8), heat changes for the
motor are presented. While the motors made from different
materials and with different jackets are working, increases
seen in the losses can be calculated depending on the
increases in the heat. It was already reported that changes
in the heat are closely associated with heat convection
capacity of the material used. It was found that when teflon
material is used, excessive warming is observed on the
rotor surface. This is because of the good insulting
capacity of the teflon material [9].
As can be seen, while designing an induction motor,
not only mechanical and magnetic analyses but also
thermal analyses should be carried out. Moreover, while
conducting thermal analyses, different materials and
cooling systems should be included in analyses and the
most suitable ones should be selected.
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